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cdmaworkshop is a professional powerful software service designed to work with any cdma 800, 1900, ixevdo, gsm, wcdma, lte etc.
smartphones, laptops, fixed terminals, data cards etc. it is efficient and needs the capable tool for fast and quick programming or re-

programming of cdma devices for any unlocking work. cdma is free to use on your computer, and does not mean ministerial privileges.
mycellular has released its popular sim tool that will allow you to create custom firmwares while preserving the baseband, a key component

of an iphone unlock it is usually used by iphone users who want to unlock their iphones. the sim tool is compatible with all iphone models
except the iphone 3g. you may also want to check our sim tool section that gathers all our tutorials and articles related to the utility.

baseband jailbreak toolkit is a collection of baseband jailbreak apps and utilities such as pwnagetool and sim tool. it allows users to unlock
their iphone. it is developed by devzed and can be used with all iphone models except the iphone 3g. please refer to our baseband jailbreak
toolkit section for more information. if youve ever wanted to have a custom firmware (or a custom ipsw) for your iphone, ipad, or ipod touch,

youre probably familiar with pwnagetool. pwnagetool allows users to create custom firmwares while preserving the baseband, a key
component of an iphone unlock it is usually used by iphone users who want to unlock their iphones. if youd like to jailbreak your iphone,

ipad, or ipod touch, you can use pwnagetool to unlock the device, create a custom firmware, and install custom apps. pwnagetool was last
updated to allow to jailbreak the iphone 3gs, iphone 4, and ipod touch 2g, 3g, and 4g. please refer to our pwnagetool section for complete

information and compatibility list. you may also want to check our pwnagetool tutorial section that gathers all our tutorials and articles
related to the utility.
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seagate tool is a tool for the creation of firmware on seagate nas devices, including creation of
custom firmware on any seagate nas device. it includes a modified mkfs.vfat command and a

custom script to allow for a full control over the fat32 filesystem. flashtool is a free flash tool to flash
iboot and custom ios firmware on your device. it includes a bootable ipsw that can be used to

"factory" restore your device as well as a gennymi tool that can be used to modify gennymi. the
bootable ipsw can be used as a source to flash with redsn0w and the gennymi tool can be used to

flash with iroot. [*] credits: cdma software tool is created and distributed by keith (mingshi). so, full
credit goes to them for sharing the application for free.related tag: cdma software tool cdma

software tool function disqus(){{disqus_loaded=true;var e=document.createelement(script);e.type=
text/javascript;e.async=true;e.src=//+disqus_shortname+.disqus.com/embed.js;(document.getelem

entsbytagname(head)[0] document.getelementsbytagname(body)[0]).appendchild(e)}}var
disqus_shortname=androidmtk;var disqus_url= disqus_identifier= disqus_loaded=false comments

(adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({});// copyright 2017 the go authors. all rights
reserved. // use of this source code is governed by a bsd-style // license that can be found in the

license file. // +build aix darwin dragonfly freebsd linux netbsd openbsd solaris package unix import
"time" // timespectonsec converts a timespec value into a number of // nanoseconds since the unix

epoch. func timespectonsec(ts timespec) int64 { return int64(ts.sec)*1e9 + int64(ts.nsec) } //
nsectotimespec takes a number of nanoseconds since the unix epoch // and returns the

corresponding timespec value. 5ec8ef588b
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